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ClearOne audioconferencing

Free 30-day trial on conferencers that
will please your toughest internal customers.
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avi-midwest.com

Internal customers are the toughest customers...

Your tough-to-please internal customers need collaboration
setups that work. That starts with good audio.
It’s more important than you think
NetMeeting – webcasts – videoconferencing – distance learning. It has become quite common for staff from various
offices to collaborate on projects over wide area networks.
Yet more often than not, the systems seem
awkward, a strain to use.
The problem? It may surprise you, but studies show it’s generally the audio. If co-workers can’t hear each other clearly, collaboration is tough, no matter how good the picture or how clever the interface. Fatigue
sets in, tempers flair, and there’s a general
feeling of discomfort and dissatisfaction.
You’re probably aware of the issue, but you
may not realize the solution is so easy.

Enter ClearOne
With more than 60,000 high-end, installed
professional conferencing systems sold,
ClearOne has earned a reputation as the
industry leader. Why? They sound better
than other conferencers, and far better
than the audio built into most video and
web conferencing systems.
First ClearOne conferencers use superior
audio components with cutting-edge processing. Clarity starts at the high-grade
microphones and ends at speakers that provide articulate, full range reproduction.
Next, they’re full duplex, which eliminates
the choppy cutting in and out common to
speaker phones and cell phones.
Finally , they include such extras as Distributed Echo Cancellation,® noise cancellation,
and ClearEffect™ processing to eliminate
room, line, and microphone effects that
would otherwise degrade the sound
quality.

ClearOne MAX:
Tabletop conferencing

ClearOne RAV:
Premium conferencing

The first fully expandable
tabletop conference
phones! Used as a single
unit, MAX provides premium audio in small conference rooms. In larger rooms link up to
four MAX conferencers for unrivaled microphone and loudspeaker coverage.

RAV is a
complete,
out-of-thebox audio
conferencing
system that
includes an audio
mixer, BOSE® loudspeakers, microphones
and a wireless or wired control device. It is
a higher-quality alternative to MAX that
can be installed permanently in a conference room.

ClearOne MAX is the basic conferencing
unit. MAXAttach is a 2, 3 or 4-unit kit.
Besides the configurable wired units, single
MAX WIRELESS units are available when
you don’t want the clutter of cables strung
across the room to the conference table.

Comparing these conferencers to a phone
or computer speaker is like comparing
surround sound to a clock radio. It’s that
dramatic.

Use RAV as a stand-alone conferencer or
connect it to other rich-media devices, such
as video or webconferencing systems, for
enhanced audio performance.
RAV 600 has 2 microphone pods, each with
360 degree coverage; RAV 900 has 3 pods.
Either way, choose wall-mount or ceiling
speakers. All RAV models include Ethernet
control for remote management and configuration.

Try these conferencers free for 30 days
Find out how much ClearOne conferencers can help your collaboration programs.
Order any MAX or RAV conferencing system with no obligation for 30 days. Call us now to
arrange the trial. (Note, we require a purchase order or payment before we can ship your
system, but you’ll have 30 days to return it with no questions asked. Qualified purchasers
only–we reserve the right to determine your qualification to participate.) Call today.

Chicago, Illinois 800.876.8298
New Berlin, Wisconsin 800. 800.7086
Madison, Wisconsin 800.786.3531

